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Background
With the advancement of technology and use of internet of things [IoT], the amount of 
data generated over device communication channels is exponentially increasing. Data 
mining is one of the stream of “Database technologies” deals in processing large volume 
of structured and unstructured data. Initially, it was difficult to store and process the 
data generated over the communication channel, but in the present scenario researchers 
have developed methodologies to overcome the restriction. The data generated in text, 
audio, video format and is flowing from one network node to another, in un-interrupted 
fashion is denoted as “Data stream”. The main characteristics of streaming data are: con-
tinuity, dynamic nature and no defined format. Its features keep on changing regularly, 
which makes it difficult to process. The four main challenges in processing streaming 
data are: infinite-length, concept-evolution, concept-drift and feature-evolution.
(i) The data stream is generated at very high speed and is infinite in size. It is impracti-
cal to store and process stream for training the systems. (ii) Concept drift is said to be 
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present when the underlying concept of the streams changes with time domain. This 
change causes the original classes of data, to drift towards the new features. (iii) Concept-
evolution occurs when new classes evolve in the data. For example, concept evolution 
occurs when a new class of virus signature is detected or a new class of network attack is 
detected. Such evolution at run time are difficult to manage by any system. (iv) Feature 
evolution is the lengthy process. The new feature start appearing in the stream due to 
concept drift and concept evolution. The evolution of new feature fades away the existing 
features and over the period of time, substantial changes are observed in the system.
The static data classification techniques cannot be used in processing data streams due 
to four challenges [1–3]. There is a need to propose efficient classification techniques, 
which are suitable to handle the data stream challenges. The major challenges and solu-
tions existing along with proposed solution is explained below:
a. Infinite length problem: Incremental learning models have been proposed by 
researchers in which hybrid batch incremental processing technique is used. The 
method splits the data streams into chunks of equal sizes, and training is provided to 
classification model to process the chunks.
b. Concept drift problem: This problem can be identified by monitoring the changes 
occurring in the streaming data. The changes occurring in the streaming data are 
variable and is handled by the data models which needs regular updates as per the 
changes in the streaming data. Most of researcher have provided partial solution, by 
fixing the classes of data. In the subsequent stage of research illustrated in the paper, 
the variability is modeled by varying the number of classes of data, which enables the 
system to process new class of data.
c. Concept evolution problem: In the presented research work, the concept evolution 
problem is addressed by allowing the classifier to mechanically detect the novel class, 
without having any prior training about the novel class. In past, traditional classifiers, 
were not able to detect novel classes, unless trained.
d. Feature evolution problem: This problem is address in the present research work by 
constantly monitoring of new features in the streaming data. The proposed solution 
is based on string comparison operation. The model design is collaboration of vari-
ous models, in which, outliers from each model is detected and final outlier is found. 
The resultant outlier is used to separate instances based upon their occurrences, 
i.e. concept-evolution, concept drift or noise. The new feature is used to update the 
existing model, to enable it to handle the challenges of streaming data.
Related work
In most of the research work in past, researcher have effectively solved the infinite length 
and concept drift problem, but no major findings are reported for concept evolution 
and feature evolution problems. For solving infinite length and concept drift problem, 
research have proposed various incremental approaches. These approaches are: Single 
model incremental approach [4] and hybrid batch incremental approach [5, 6]. In incre-
mental approach, only one model is used for classification, which is dynamically updated 
at regular time interval. In Hybrid batch incremental approach, is collections of different 
models and batch learning techniques. In this approach, the model is generated from 
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recent data and based on the efficiency of classification, it is discarded. The basic meth-
odology of hybrid model makes it simple to implement and update.
An outlier is an observation of an abnormal distance measured between a data value 
and all other values of data in a random data sample. The problem of concept evolution 
and feature evolution can be solved by finding out outliers from the data samples. The 
outlier occurs in streaming data due to reasons like: noise, concept evolution or concept 
drift. The presented research work aims at finding the causes of occurrences of outliers. 
This will avoid misclassification of concept drift as outlier and reduce false alarm rate 
[misclassifying an existing class instance as novel class instance].
The research work carried out by Spinosa et al. [7], presented a technique to handle 
concept evolution and concept drift, along with infinite length problem. In [7], method-
ology described uses clustering technique to detect novel classes. The clustering is per-
formed on normal data contained in the region specified by hyper sphere. The model is 
continuously updated as the stream progress. When the cluster is formed and if it lies 
outside the hyper sphere, its density is checked and if it high, it is declared as novel class. 
This approach cannot be used for data having multiple classes, as it assumes only one 
class as normal class and rest of classes as novel class. The approach is categorized as 
one class classifier and it assumes that shape of instances of normal class in feature space 
is convex, although it is not so in practical.
In the subsequent research work carried out by researchers [2, 3, 8] the novel class 
detection strategies are classified as parametric and non-parametric. The parametric 
approach relates the normal range of data with distributed range to compute distribution 
parameters. If an instance is not in-line with distribution parameter, it is classified as novel 
class. The non-parametric techniques are not based on data distribution and hence not 
restricted. The research work presented in paper is based on non-parametric approach.
Also majority of approaches presented in the research work by researcher [1–3] can 
detect presence of only one novel class. The research work presented in the paper describes 
an approach to detect multiple novel classes and is categorized as multiclass classifier.
Proposed approach
In the presented research work, the classifier operates on ensemble of three models. In 
the proposed approach the data stream will be either classified into an existing class or 
into a novel class. Let “L” represents an ensemble of models {M1, M2, M3,… Mn}. Follow-
ing definitions are used in the proposed approach.
Definition 1 Existing class If a model Mi that belongs to an ensemble is trained by a 
class ‘C’ and defines it, then class ‘C’ is called an existing classes. In other words at least 
one model belonging to ensemble M must be trained on class C.
Definition 2 Novel class If class ‘N’ is not known to any of the models Mi belonging 
to ensemble M, then ‘N’ is a novel class. No model of the ensemble has been trained on 
novel class.
Definition 3 Outliers If x is a test instance and if doesn’t match the specifications of 
any of the class ‘C’ of the model Mi then ‘x’ is an outlier of the model Mi. The outliers 
don’t belong to any of the class defined by the model.
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Training phase
In the training phase the training data is divide into equal sized chunks. For experimen-
tation and smooth handling the size of each chunks is set to 2000 tuples. The division 
generates different number of classes in each chunk. These classes are computed by 
applying K-medoid clustering technique on each chunk. The K-medoid technique per-
formance is more suited to data set containing outliers [9]. The training phase will gen-
erate separate model for each chunk of data on which training is performed. The model 
is stored as number of clusters created and set of words (Si) defining the cluster. The 
classification rule followed by ensemble is: If ‘X’ is an instance to be tested, it is submit-
ted to each model Mi in the ensemble to check whether it is an outlier for model Mi. If it 
is not an outlier (OUT), it will be classified by model Mi into one of its classes and if it is 
detected as an outlier by all the three models then it will be considered as a final outlier 
i.e. (FOUT).
Outlier detection
The training phase generates three models, which are stored in the form of number of 
clusters and set of words defining the clusters. The models are used to detect the outliers 
for test instances. The test instance is submitted to each model Mi for classification.
Step 1 To classify the test instance, the words present in the test instance are collected. 
The check is carried out to determine if these words are present in the set of words Si 
defining any class “C” of the model. If test instance words are present in the set Sj of class 
‘Cj’ then the instance is classified as belonging to the class ‘Cj’ of model ‘Mi’. If the test 
instance does not belong to any of the class defined by the model ‘Mi’, it is declared as an 
outlier (OUT) for that model ‘Mi’.
Step 2 This step will find the final outliers of the ensemble. The outlier detected in step 
1 for each model Mi are stored in separate vector ‘OUTi’. Each “OUTi” is checked to 
find out a common instance present in all outlier arrays. If such instance is found, it is 
declared as “FOUT” and all such common instances are stored in “FOUTVECTOR”. The 
process is described in Algorithm1.
Handling concept‑drift
Detecting concept‑drift
The FOUTVECTOR generated in algorithm1, contains three types of outliers. The three 
outliers are caused due to concept drift, concept evolution and noise. The outliers are 
separated based on occurrence. The methodology to handle concept drift is discussed 
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in “Handling concept-drift” section. The main task is to separate the instance based on 
causes.
The concept-drift for an instance OUTk from FOUTVECTOR, can be handled by 
using set of words Sk of the instance and comparing with set of words of different clus-
ters belonging to the model Mi. The intersection operation performed on set Sk and set 
Sj of different classes Cj, and if result is more than 50 %, [3] it is declared as outlier due to 
“concept-drift”. The instance is stored in “CONDRIFT” vector.
Handling concept‑drift
The “CONDRIFT” vector consist of all the instance of results of step 3.3.1. To handle 
concept-drift the cluster or class to which the instance “OUTk” originally belongs and 
word set “Sj” is found. Let “Sk” be set of words of an instance “OUTk” present in “CON-
DRIFT” vector. The difference operation is performed on two sets Sj and Sk. The result 
set will represents set of new words and stored in DRIFTWORD vector along with class 
information from which instance is drifted.
A matrix CHKMAT[mxj] is constructed for class Cj of model Mi and unique words, 
with all entries set to 0. The matrix is scanned and for each new drift word Wm 
of class Cj. For each occurrence of new drift word Wm of class Cj, a value at position 
CHKMAT[m, j] is incremented by 1. For each unique word found a common threshold 
value is set for comparison. If the value at CHKMAT[m, j] is greater than the specified 
threshold value, then word Wm is appended to word set Sj of class Cj. This handles the 
concept drift and properly shift the new words in the available classes. The process is 
explained in Algorithm2 below.
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Concept‑evolution
Detecting concept‑evolution
The concept evolution is detected by considering FOUTVECTOR. If an instance OUTk, 
not satisfying the concept drift criteria, it is declared as concept evolution and stored in 
vector CONEVO. The instance is categorized as concept evolution, if more than 50 % 
of words of the instance does not satisfy the concept drift condition, of algorithm2. The 
threshold value 50  % is fixed based on the experiments conducted. In the conducted 
experiments it is observed that 50 % threshold is suitable for declaring instance as con-
cept evolution.
Handling concept‑evolution
The concept evolution is handled by creating a new class based on results. The process of 
handling concept evolution also handles creation of novel class. To generate new class or 
novel class, clustering algorithm is applied on CONEVO vector. The number of clusters 
is equal to number of classes in CONEVO vector. The clusters are appended to model 
Mi of the ensemble.
Data sets
The algorithm designed is only capable of handling the data which is not multi-labeled. 
Each instance present in the model only belongs to one class.
University data set
Initial experiment work was carried out on 4-University data set. After performing pre-
processing, multi labeled and multi valued data characteristics were found in the data 
set. Since the designed algorithms were not capable of handling multi labeled and multi 
valued features, the data set was not used for results generation.
NASA aviation safety reporting system
NASA ASRS dataset contains the information about the various accidents that took 
place in the air industry. This data set is available online on NASA’s official website. Each 
instance represents an accident and the possible reasons and outcomes. Each event has a 
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related anomaly, and is considered as a different class, like Aircraft problem: less severe, 
Aircraft problem: more critical, etc. The data also contains various multi-labeled and 
multi-valued attributes. It also contained rows and columns having incomplete informa-
tion. The preprocessing step deleted all such rows and columns form the data set. The 
data set contains six normal classes and two novel classes.
Result and discussion
Techniques
Following techniques are used for comparative study and results.
SCND: It is an approach designed in the presented research work
O-F Approach: OLINNDA-FAE approach is the combination of OLINNDA Approach 
discussed in [10] and FAE approach discussed in [11]. In this combined approach 
OLINNDA works as a novel class detector and FAE is used for classification. Mine-class 
is an approach developed by M. Masud et al. and is discussed in detail in [1]. MCM i.e. 
Multi Class Miner scheme is an approach developed by M. Masud et al. in [2].
Experiments
The experiments are based on following assumption and system parameters.
i. Number of models in the ensemble = 3
ii. Number of instances in chunk = 2000
In the data set selected for the experiments, no instance belonging to novel class was 
declared as existing class instance in the data set and very few instances belonging to 
existing class were declared as novel class instance. The dataset also contains noise in the 
form of instances, belonging to existing class, but remained unclassified.
Table 1 shows the ERROR rate of model. The ERROR rate is defined as the percentage 
of not classified outliers in the data. Mis-classification represents percentage of instance 
not classified. False alarm rate represents percentage of instances wrongly classified.
The Table 2, describes the timing requirement of the system. The detail comparison 
with other approaches is presented in the Table 2. The time calculated is in seconds and 
Table 1 Summary of results
Datasheets Error rate Misclassification False alarm rate (% age)
Datasheet 1 14.65 1.2 0.4
Datasheet 2 2.55 0.6 1
Datasheet 3 2.1 0.8 –
Table 2 Running time (in seconds)




SCND 33.75 (21 + 13)
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is for one thousand instances of the dataset. In presented approach the major portion 
of the time is utilized in loading the instances or data set i.e. about 20 s per thousand 
instances while the running time of the algorithm is about 13 s only. This is an indicator 
of reduction in time required for classification.
The comparative study of experimental results obtained with the previously developed 
approaches is presented in Table 3. Here ERROR is the total error rate of the classifier. 
Fnew is percentage of existing class instances defined as novel class instances. Mnew is per-
centage of the novel class instances declared as existing class instances. In our approach 
no novel class instance is declared as an existing class instance.
In short, it can be concluded that other existing approaches had certain novel class 
instances that were classified as existing class instances but in research work presented 
in the paper the approach did not classify any novel class instance as an existing class 
instance. In Table 3 that Mnew entry is empty. Also, the running time our developed algo-
rithm is less than the running time of other techniques as shown in Table 2.
Conclusion and future scope
In this paper we try to propose a strategy based on string or pattern matching to handle 
data streams. The presented strategy can handle infinite-length, concept-evolution and 
concept-drift. It can also detect multiple novel classes occurring simultaneously [12]. 
The presented strategy is based on string matching parameter instead of distance to han-
dle the four challenges of data streams. The false alarm rate in the developed algorithm 
is quite low and can be considered as negligible. The presented strategy does not classify 
the novel class instance as existing class, but is not able to handle feature evolution effec-
tively. The future scope of research work is to handle feature evolution effectively. All the 
experiments were carried out on fixed size chunks, a future scope of the research is to 
check the results on dynamic size chunks.
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